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Appendix 

Risk-Matrix Analysis Process Used to Evaluate Potential Biological Threat Agents 

In the area of public health impact, disease threat presented by an agent was assessed by 

evaluating whether the illness resulting from exposure could be treated without hospitalization. 

In addition, mortality rates for exposed, untreated persons were considered (1–3). Biological 

agents were given a higher rating for morbidity (++) if illness would most likely require 

hospitalization and a lower rating (+) if outpatient treatment might be possible for a large part of 

the affected population. Agents were also rated highest (+++) for expected untreated mortality 

50%, medium (++) for mortality of 21% to 49%, and lowest (+) for an expected mortality 

20%. 

Agents were rated according to their overall potential for initial dissemination to a large 

population (+ to +++) and their potential for continued propagation by person-to-person 

transmission (0 to ++). Overall dissemination potential of an agent was based on an assessment 

of 1) the capability for mass production of the agent (assessment based on availability of agent 

and Biosafety Level (BSL) requirements for quantity production of an agent), and 2) their 

potential for rapid, large-scale dissemination (assessment based on the most effective route of 

infection and the general environmental stability of the agent). Agents were rated (++) if they 

were readily obtainable from soil, animal/insect, or plant sources (most available; e.g., B. 

anthracis), (+) if mainly available only from clinical specimens, clinical laboratories, or 

regulated commercial culture suppliers (e.g., Shigella spp.), and (0) if available only from 

nonenvironmental, noncommercial, or nonclinical sources such as high-level security research 

laboratories (least readily available; e.g., Variola or Ebola viruses). 

BSL requirements for an agent were based on recommended levels for working with large 

quantities of an agent (4). BSL ratings were used to estimate the level of technical expertise and 

containment facilities that would be required to work with and mass produce an agent safely. 

Agents that required higher BSL levels were given lower ratings, as they would require greater 
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technical capabilities and containment facilities to be produced in large quantities. Agents were 

given (+) for BSL 4 production safety requirements, (++) for BSL 3 requirements, and (+++) for 

BSL 2 or lower requirements. 

Agents were also assessed with regard to their main routes of infection, with the assumption that 

those causing infection via the respiratory route could be more readily disseminated to affect 

large populations. Agents were assigned (++) if most effective at causing illness via an aerosol 

exposure route (air release potential) and (+) if most effective when given by the oral route 

(food/water release potential). Dissemination potential should also take into account the stability 

of an agent following its release. Information regarding the expected general environmental 

stability of agents was obtained from multiple sources (1,5–8). Agents that may remain viable in 

the environment for 1 year were given (+++), while agents considered less environmentally 

stable were given (++) (potentially viable for days to months) or (+) (generally viable for 

minutes to hours). The ratings system for environmental stability was assigned to reflect the wide 

range of stability of the agents, while maintaining a simple overall scheme that contained only a 

few categories (minutes to hours, days to months, >1 year). The ratings for all the subcategories 

evaluated for production and dissemination potential were then totaled and agents were assigned 

a final rating for production and dissemination capability. If the total rating in the subcategories 

was 9, the agent was given (+++); for a total of 7-8, the agent was given a (++); and for a total 

of 6, the agent was given a final rating of (+) for the overall production and dissemination 

capability. 

As potential outbreak propagation through continued person-to-person transmission would also 

increase the overall dissemination capabilities of an agent, they were evaluated separately for this 

characteristic. Agents were rated highest if they had potential for both person-to-person 

respiratory and contact spread (+++) and lower for mainly respiratory (++) or contact spread 

potential alone (+). Agents were rated (0) if they presented low or no transmission risk. 

Agents were also assessed (0 to +++) according to preexisting heightened public awareness and 

interest, which may contribute to mass public fear or panic in biological terrorism events. The 
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number of times an agent or disease appeared in a selected form of media was used as a 

surrogate to determine the current level of public awareness and interest for the agent or disease. 

Titles of newspaper articles and radio and television transcripts from June 1, 1998, to June 1, 

1999, in an Internet database (9) were retrospectively searched by agent name and disease. This 

database contained articles and transcripts from approximately 233 newspapers and 70 radio or 

television sources. If a disease was caused by multiple agents (e.g., viral hemorrhagic fever), the 

database was searched for each of the agents in addition to the name of the disease. Articles or 

transcripts were only counted if the name of the agent, disease, or other general terms such as 

bioterrorism, biological terrorism, terrorism, and weapons of mass destruction appeared in the 

title. Multiple hits for the same title were counted only once unless they appeared in different 

newspapers or transcripts. Agents were rated based on the number of times they appeared in 

these forms of media within the 1-year period. Agents were given (0) rating for <5 titles, (+) for 

5-20 titles, (++) for 21-45 titles, and (+++) for >45 titles identified within the search period. 

Requirements for special public health preparedness were also considered. Higher ratings were 

given to agents with different requirements for special preparedness. An agent was given a (+) 

for each special preparedness activity that would be required to enhance the public health 

response to that agent. These distinct preparedness requirements included 1) stockpiling of 

therapeutics to assure treatment of large numbers of people (+), 2) need for enhanced public 

health surveillance and education (+), and 3) augmentation of rapid laboratory diagnostic 

capabilities (+). Therefore, if all three special preparedness efforts would be required to provide a 

strong public health response for that agent, it was given (+++) for this category. Agents that did 

not require all special preparedness efforts were given lower ratings (++ or +). 
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